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WAR D  14  CAN D I DAT E S

CAR O L  J .  H O WAR D  ( I N C U M B E N T )

T O N Y  P E C I N O V S K Y

Map of Ward 14
Candidates in bold are those that completed the questionnaire . 
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Question 1: What do you believe to be the most 
important role(s) of a member of the Board of 
Alderman?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
I believe the role of Alderman is two-fold : 1) To be responsive and accountable to 
local constituents . This includes responding to immediate needs : trash pick-up ; 
blighted properties ; street lights going out ; encouraging development in the 
ward ; supporting small businesses ; addressing crime , drugs , etc . 2) It also means 
being responsible stewards of the City 's long-term interests and needs , not just 
your particular ward . This includes making sound investment decisions , limiting 
(fighting against !) the use of tax incentives and TIFs . Aldermen should be the 
legislative leaders of the City , and as such fight for the long-term health of the 
City and its residents , not outside investors .

Question 2: What are your top legislative 
priorities for the city of St. Louis?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
1) Protecting the minimum wage : With the continued assault on low-wage 
workers in Jefferson City , it is more important than ever to have minimum wage 
champions here in St . Louis . 2) Fighting for workers ’ rights : Similarly , with the 
continued attacks on unions (perhaps , new right-to-work legislation?), it is more 
important than ever to have Aldermen who will champion workers ’ rights to form 
and join unions , fight for prevailing wage and support grassroots campaigns to 
build unions . 3) Getting big money out of politics : Corporate lobbyists and 
special interests should not be on the floor of the BOA . Lobbyists should not be 
whispering in Aldermen ’s ears , passing notes , or otherwise influencing policy 
decisions and legislation . Lobbyists should not have special access . As Alderman , 
lobbyists will NOT have special access to my office .

Question 3: In what ways will you create 
ongoing feedback and collaboration structures 
between constituents and your office to ensure 
responsive policies, decisions and 
accountability?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
I 've been a community/union organizer my entire adult life . First with the Service 
Employees International Union and now with the St . Louis Workers '  Education 
Society . I 've been a part of dozens of grassroots campaigns , organizations and 
coalitions . Feedback and collaboration , democratic discussion and decision 
making , is in my blood . I 'm not allergic to work . I 've encouraged neighbor-to-
neighbor grassroots organizing in this campaign (and throughout by activist 
career). None of that will change once elected . Additionally , I believe in holding 
elected officials accountable . That 's why I 'm running for office : because the 
incumbent turned her back on low-wage workers and voted against the City 
wide minimum wage increase in 2015 . Lobbyists and special interest groups will 
NOT have special access to my office . Hell , they may not have ANY access to my 
office .
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Question 4: Displacement has taken place in 
countless neighborhoods across the city, with 
the Black population decreasing by 60 percent 
in some of the most severe cases. What do you 
attribute to this decline and if elected how 
would you combat displacement?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
This is a complicated question requiring a complicated answer that takes into 
account a lot of historical context . Put simply , though , I believe the main cause 
of the decline has been the deliberate decimation of the Black middle class ; 
folks who used to have good paying , union jobs at Chrysler , GM , etc . I don 't see 
this decline as accidental ; it is largely by design . As a City we choose to make 
investment and development decisions . Often those decisions have been to the 
detriment of Black residents . We can choose to make different decisions . That 
however , requires different leaders , people willing to buck the status quo . Of 
course , wrapped into the conversation is the continuing decline of home 
ownership and home values in predominantly Black neighborhoods , food deserts , 
lack of educational and job opportunities , crime , drugs , etc . As president of the 
St . Louis Workers '  Education Society , I 've worked with a number of local unions 
to encourage and support union-based skilled-trades programs designed to 
encourage recruitment of more women and people of color into trade jobs that 
can create a pathway out of poverty . There are a lot of different way to approach 
this question . My focus has always been centered on creating jobs , jobs , jobs . 
Ultimately , if folks have good paying jobs , the entire neighborhood benefits , 
families and houses are stabilized . There is a multiplier effect . Folks are able to 
spend money at local bars , shops and stores , thereby creating more jobs . Etc .

Question 5: Do you support the upcoming city 
ward reduction? What will you do to ensure a 
just and equitable process?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
St . Louis residents voted overwhelmingly for ward reduction in 2012 during a 

high turnout presidential election . I don 't believe any extenuating circumstance 

have arisen since 2012 that should invalidate the will of the people . I don ’t 

necessarily agree that this is the best option for St . Louis , but it is the option 

voters chose , and I respect that . Ward reduction should address historic racial 

disparities within our City 's governance and place special attention on African 

American representation . I believe this should be a slow process . For example , 

after the 2020 census elected officials should begin the process of conferring 

with relevant stake holders – unions , community groups , churches , small 

businesses , etc . By summer 2021 a plan should be drafted and presented to the 

public allowing for numerous hearings over a prolonged period of time (at least 

6 months). The drafters should then take an additional 6 months to re-draft a 

transition plan incorporating public input . Everything should be on the table . By 

summer 2022 a final transition plan should be presented and finalized . 
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This is just one scenario . I would rather err on the side of too much democracy , 

too much public input , than not enough . We have time to do this . Let ’s do it 

right with an eye towards equity and justice , towards ensuring African American 

representation . Personally , I will prioritize meeting with Black leaders to seek 

their guidance and input (Tishaura Jones , Bruce Franks , Michael Butler , etc .) . I 

know that I don 't fully understand the African American experience , as such I 

will pledge to seek guidance from the African American community on how to 

move forward .

Question 6: What is your stance on the 
privatization of Lambert Airport?
TONY  PECINOVSKY
I do not support airport privatization . We 've seen this movie before . 

Privatization of public assets inevitably leads to layoffs , a cut in services and 

reduced public revenue , at best . At worst , try drinking the water in Flint , 

Michigan? Additionally , that some City officials are seriously discussing the 

prospect of selling our airport without an actual proposal in place , is an insult 

to City voters . Never mind the conflict of interest . I support BB93 calling for a 

public vote . This is too important of a decision to make without public input . As 

a candidate , I have signed the StL Is Not For Sale pledge . And will champion a 

public vote once elected . And I 'm happy to note that the pressure from our 

campaign has forced the incumbent to change her stance , at least until after 

the election . We 're already winning concessions by challenging the status 

quo .There are labor protections , accountability to voters , and flexibility for 

necessary improvements and priorities that are undercut with private 

ownership . A long-term lease deal could restrict our ability to adapt to new 

concerns in transportation , and I do not believe that St . Louis City should be the 

test city for this type of effort in the United States . If any long-term lease or 

privatization effort is going forward it must be put before a vote of the people , 

and I am a co-sponsor on BB93 .

Question 7: What is your position on the use of TIFs 
and other tax incentives in the city of St. Louis? 

TONY  PECINOVSKY
I am generally against providing tax incentives to developers . I would want to 

explore each proposal individually . However , St . Louis has utilized this tactic of 

trying to incentivize investments for decades with tax abatements . It hasn 't 

worked . Often we sacrifice tens of millions / hundreds of millions of dollars in 

potential tax revenue to attract investments that are dubious at best in a City 

that is already cash strapped and unable to meet basic infrastructure needs , 

like trash pick-up .
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Question 8: Do you support the demand to close 
the Medium Security Institute? Please explain.

TONY  PECINOVSKY
Yes . I believe we should close the Medium Security Institution known as the 

Workhouse . Conditions have been described by inmate advocates as 

"unspeakably hellish ." Rats , insect infestations , dangerous heat and mold are 

just a few of the health concerns . That many of the inmates are simply awaiting 

trial (due to cash bail) places undue burden on tax payers to house non-violent 

offenders . Additionally , it is reported that guards organize “gladiator-style 

combat” and “beat” inmates regularly . Currently , our criminal justice system is 

designed to house , not rehabilitate offenders . I believe more investments 

should be made in rehabilitation , drug treatment , mental health and job 

training . Further , we must hold police accountable for the misuses and abuse of 

their powers .

Question 9: What is your stance on the city/county 
reunification, specifically the plan released by 
Better Together?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
1) I understand the need to grow our tax base . I understand the need to limit 

competition between City and County . Basically , we have multiple down-towns 

competing for revenue , consumer dollars , investments . This creates a race to 

the bottom . We have historically been forced to decide who will offer the 

greatest tax incentive or TIF and thereby attract investments . (I 'm not saying 

this is the way it should be , but it is the way it has been .) Inefficiencies built 

into our current governance (multiple police , fire , etc . departments), limit our 

ability to plan regionally . If I 'm not mistaken , St . Louis and Baltimore are the 

only 2 major metropolitan areas in the Country where there isn ’t a City/County 

merger . 2) However , I also understand the very real concern , primarily among 

people of color , of a loss of representation in City government . I think any 

merger plan must take steps to ensure African American representation . Merger 

should not be decided by a statewide vote - a largely white vote . Other issues 

coalesce to complicate the discussion . Merger would impact electoral maps and 

representation . Elections would be more expensive , which would make it more 

difficult for ordinary , working class folks to run for office . I ’m generally against 

anything funded by Rex Sinquefield . I haven 't explored in detail the Better 

Together proposal . I would seek input and guidance from the African American 

community before weighing in regarding specific proposals .
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Question 10: Did you support Proposition P? 
Why or why not?
TONY  PECINOVSKY
Yes . I supported Prop P . I believe if we are to attract and retain quality , 

professional police , we have to pay them more . The police are confronted with a 

very dangerous job . They are terribly underpaid . That being said , I strongly 

believe that we should have a zero tolerance policy on police abuse and 

misconduct . Whistle-blower laws designed to protect police from reprisals from 

other officers (or the POA) should be strengthened . Police should be punished 

and prosecuted fully for misconduct and abuse of their powers - just like 

anybody else . I believe the City should shift resources and invest more money in 

mental health , drug rehabilitation , job training and other measures that get to 

the root cause of crime , thereby limiting our dependence on the police , which 

only treats the symptoms . I am eager to work with the main victims of police 

abuse (African Americans) on how to create a quality , professional police force , 

while also holding police accountable for misconduct and abuse .

Question 11: Do you support the legalization of 
recreational marijuana? Explain your answer.
TONY  PECINOVSKY
Yes . I think we 've seen some really successful models for legalization in Denver , 

etc . I believe - and the evidence suggests - marijuana is far less dangerous than 

drinking . Additionally , I believe we as a city , state and federal government are 

losing out on substantial tax revenues by the criminalization of a plant that 

grows in nature . People are going to smoke pot . There are many reasons why . 

Health . Recreational . I don 't judge . I believe taking the criminal element out of 

the sale and purchase of marijuana - like with alcohol - will benefit all of us in 

the end . Further , I believe in amnesty for non-violent smokers and dealers . Our 

jails are full of mostly young African American men for basically selling a plant . I 

would confer with relevant community leaders on how best to address/support 

a legalization process .

Question 12: Do you believe homelessness is an 
issue in St. Louis. If so, what concrete steps will 
you take to alleviate homelessness in the City of 
St. Louis?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
Yes . This is not an issue I 'm intimately familiar with . However , I believe in 

compassion and care , especially as most of the homeless population suffer from 

mental health issues , drug abuse problems , sexual and/or domestic abuse , job 

displacement , and are often veterans , etc . Our response as a City should not be 

to turn our backs on them , ignore then , etc . Steps towards alleviating 

homelessness should address the underlying root causes , while addressing 

immediate needs - food , clothing , shelter . I am curious to explore how similar 

metro areas are addressing this issue . I know I 'm not an expert on this issue , as 

such I would take my lead and guidance from those who are more 

knowledgeable .
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Question 13: More than 60% of the City’s General Fund 
budget is currently devoted to Public Safety, with the 
vast majority of those funds allotted to police, 
prosecution, and jails. Do you agree with this budget 
allocation? If not, how would your budget priorities 
differ?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
No . I believe we should shift funds into mental health , drug rehabilitation , job 

training and the like . The evidence is pretty conclusive . If we only address the 

symptom - not the root cause - then we will continue to have a bloated Public 

Safety budget with the same results . That old saying ("The very definition of 

crazy is to do the same thing over and over again and expect different results") 

applies here . What we are doing is not working . I think it is time to try 

something else .

Question 14: Given that safe, quality, affordable 
transit is a lifeline for so many city residents, as 
well as the mark of a world-class City, and given 
that federal funding for transit seems to be 
diminishing, how do you think funds from Prop 1 
should be used?

TONY  PECINOVSKY
I would like to see more investments in our public transit system . Infrastructure 

jobs benefit everybody . Regardless of where it comes from , I would support the 

continued expansion of our transit system .

Question 15: How do you plan to address 
the issue of crime in the city of St. Louis?
TONY  PECINOVSKY
By listening to the neighbors . I think we all agree that we have a crime problem 

in St . Louis . Personally , I would like to see more beat cops . Police walking/biking 

the neighborhood , getting to know the neighbors , building trust and 

relationships , is a first , very modest step . I would seek evidence based solutions , 

look at what has worked in other metro areas , and access potential 

effectiveness for St . Louis . I don 't think throwing more money at public safety is 

necessarily the right answer , especially if we are throwing it in the wrong 

direction . Lets look at the evidence . See what works and go from there . I don 't 

believe there are any easy solutions . There are no silver bullets , one-size-fits all 

solutions . Its a complicated issue with a multiplicity of contributing factors . I 

guess what I 'm saying is : Don 't expect any so-called "lets get tough" sound bite 

solutions from me . Its so much more nuanced than that .
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